Diagnostics of complex and rare medical cases lacking clear symptoms of particular abnormalities is a very challenging problem. Case based reasoning (CBR) is known to provide helpful and generic guidelines for practitioners as well as for the design of medical expert systems dealing with such non-standard diagnostic problems. Single example learning (SEL) algorithms offer more formal machine learning framework for classification of rare and novel classes. However, both CBR and SEL approaches require significant number of wellstudied examples and a set of objective features capable to provide robust matching of novel examples with the previous ones. In practice, data sets for well-defined abnormalities suited for quantification with existing indicators are often limited. However, significant amount of valuable clinical information from cases labeled only as normal or abnormal without particular diagnosis remains underutilized. Recently, we have demonstrated that this information can be effectively employed to produce powerful normal-abnormal meta-classifiers using ensemble learning techniques applied to existing physiological indicators. This is achieved by an optimal weighted combination of complementary indicators which are experts in different regimes of the considered biological complex system. Therefore, partial information of wide variety of dynamical regimes becomes implicitly encoded in the obtained ensemble of classifiers, while only aggregated output is used. Extraction of this underutilized knowledge could be formalized in terms of ensemble decomposition learning (EDL) and used for representation of complex and rare cases in terms of intrinsic dynamical regimes. Such representation could prove to be more accurate and robust compared to traditional CBR and SEL approaches. Illustrative application of the EDL approach to cardiac diagnostics based on HRV analysis is presented and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Diagnostics of complex and rare medical cases lacking clear symptoms of particular abnormalities is a very challenging problem. Case-based reasoning (CBR) is known to provide helpful and generic guidelines for the design of medical expert systems dealing with such non-standard diagnostic problems [1] . Similarly, most practitioners implicitly follow case-based reasoning framework when they try to apply previously encountered cases to similar new situations.
Single-example learning (SEL) algorithms offer more formal machine learning framework for classification of rare and novel classes. SEL is a group of machine learning methods aimed at learning classifiers for novel classes by generalization from just one or a few training examples. Usually they use prior knowledge obtained previously while learning other classes from large databases. It has been proved that human brain works the same way [2] .
However, both CBR and SEL approaches have serious limitations when applied to our problem, the most important of which is requirement of a large number of examples of well-studied cases. In practice, data sets for well-defined abnormalities suited for quantification with existing indicators are often limited. However, significant amount of valuable clinical information from cases labeled only as normal or abnormal without particular diagnosis remains underutilized.
Recently, we have demonstrated that these coarsely classified data can be effectively employed to produce powerful normal-abnormal meta-classifiers using ensemble learning techniques, especially boosting, applied to existing physiological indicators which play the role of individual weak classifiers. This is achieved by an optimal weighted combination of complementary indicators which are experts in different regimes of the considered biological complex system. Therefore, partial information of wide variety of dynamical regimes becomes implicitly encoded in the obtained ensemble of classifiers. However, only aggregated output is used for normal-abnormal classification, while the rich internal structure of the ensemble is completely ignored.
Extraction of this underutilized knowledge could be formalized in terms of ensemble decomposition learning (EDL). Representation of complex and rare cases by the vector output of the ensemble of classifiers each element of which is an output of an individual classifier multiplied by its weight could prove to be more accurate and robust compared to significantly more coarse-grained representation typical for CBR and SEL approaches. Illustrative application of the proposed EDL approach to cardiac diagnostics based on HRV analysis is presented and discussed.
COMPLEX/RARE CASE DIAGNOSTICS: CHALLENGES AND EXISTING METHODS
The main challenge of the rare, complex, and emerging pattern/regime forecasting or classification is the absence of the statistically significant history of such events or cases. There were many attempts of tuning existing machine learning and statistical approaches, including boosting, to the specifics of the rare event/class prediction through objective function and data sample manipulations [3] . However, still too many examples are required to produce a model with satisfactory generalization. Alternative and more promising approach to learn novel/rare classes or patterns could be SEL frameworks pioneered in computer vision applications [2] .
In medicine, CBR guidelines are often used for diagnostics of rare and complex cases. CBR is implicitly used for discretional diagnostics by practitioners as well as in computerized medical expert systems [1] . In a broad sense, case-based reasoning means adapting old solutions to meet new demands or to explain and interpret new situations. Success of CBR-based solution critically depends on existence of previously studied cases similar to the currently considered and robust feature set that relates new example to the previous one. Although, CBR is more familiar for medical practitioners, SEL is more formalized and better suited for data-driven computerized applications. SEL could be used as part of our novel EDL approach described in the next section. Therefore, short summary of SEL fundamentals is presented next.
SEL is a trend in machine learning which agrees well with the way our brain works [2] . When a human is already capable of distinguishing objects of different classes having seen numerous examples of them, e.g. horses and cats, he can learn to identify objects of a previously unseen class, for example, opossums, being provided only one image of it. SEL techniques attempt to exploit this fact when teaching a machine. These techniques become more and more popular due to their intuitive biological rationale and effectiveness. Actually, the progress in machine learning as a whole leads to larger and larger databases of common objects and more efficient classification methods to distinguish them. Therefore, in some cases there is no need to create large training bases and employ sophisticated classification methods, if it is possible to adopt SEL techniques. Moreover, there are numerous situations when a sufficient number of training samples is simply not available.
Various approaches to address SEL problems have been proposed in previous works [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Although diverse in technical details and implementations, all of these techniques rely on different forms and representations of generic or application-specific prior knowledge and constraints for a drastic reduction of the required training samples. One of the generic techniques directly associated with SEL biological origin is singleexample learning of novel classes using representation by similarity [4] . In this framework, a novel class is characterized by its similarity to a number of previously learned, familiar classes. If a system can already classify several classes with sufficient accuracy it can be extended to classify an additional novel class using a single training example.
Thus, both CBR and SEL approaches require significant number of wellstudied examples and a set of objective features capable to provide robust matching of novel examples with the previous ones. The proposed EDL approach described in the next section is capable to overcome these limitations.
COMPLEX/RARE CASE DIAGNOSTICS BASED ON ENSEMBLE DECOMPOSITION LEARNING
Several generic algorithmic approaches for the utilization of knowledge implicitly encoded in model ensembles could be proposed. Collectively, these algorithms could be called ensemble decomposition learning (EDL) techniques, since the extracted information is provided by the individual ensemble constituents,
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x is an instance we want to classify, or their subgroups. This is in contrast to the classical usage of only aggregated information. For example, in the case of AdaBoost [9] it is given by or domains of a whole feature space, which ensures good global performance of the final ensemble. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that, for similar samples from the same regime, meta-classifier would give similar decomposition vectors.
The implicitly encoded knowledge in boosting-based and other model ensembles could be used for different types of applications which may require appropriate algorithms for extraction and utilization of such knowledge. One of important multi-disciplinary areas where EDL could be effective is rare, complex, and emerging regimes or patterns classification and forecasting. Natural choice of EDL tools for this set of problems could be SEL frameworks in general [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and SEL based on representation by similarity in particular [4] .
SEL method can be used in the context of EDL for boosting-based or similar model ensemble. The key difference is that in [4] each sample is represented by a vector of familiar classes classifier outputs and in our case it is represented by a vector of weighted base classifier outputs -ensemble decomposition vector (Eq. 2). Unlike traditional SEL approach, EDL does not require existence of many well-studied classes. Instead, even data from two broad classes (e.g., normal-abnormal) could be used to build robust two-class ensemble classifier with implicitly encoded sub-classes or sub-regimes required for efficient operation of EDL framework.
Ensemble decomposition vector can also be regarded as a similarity vector in [4] . Two samples 
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, the instances are considered belonging to the same class. The presented EDL approach is generic and can be used in many different fields. Potential biomedical applications of this framework are outlined in the next section.
APPLICATION EXAMPLE
Technological advancements in clinical, portable, and wearable devices for real-time collection of physiological data provide new opportunities for computerized diagnostics in medicine. However, many conceptual and algorithmic challenges for accurate and robust quantitative modeling in such applications remain unresolved. Ensemble learning frameworks could be effective in alleviating and resolving many of these problems [10] . Recently, boosting-based framework was shown to be effective for combination of complementary heart rate variability (HRV) nonlinear indicators for express cardiac diagnostics from short beat-to-beat interval (RR) time series [11] . This approach could be more robust compared to traditional electrocardiogram (ECG) waveform analysis in the early stage of the developing cardiac abnormalities, for clinically significant pathologies lacking specific ECG signatures, and for express diagnostics from short RR segments using wearable devices.
Here we follow [11] to obtain boosting-based multi-abnormality metaclassifier based on two well-known nonlinear dynamics (NLD) measures: detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) [12] and multi-scale entropy (MSE) [13] . Normal-abnormal two-class classification framework is used to provide general abnormality warning irrespective of its specific type. As discussed earlier, twoclass formulation is tolerant to training data with vaguely specified or nonspecific diagnoses, data incompleteness for certain abnormalities, and to complex cases of co-existing pathologies. Then, we show that such metaclassifier could be potentially used by the earlier described EDL method for classification of rare pathological cases which is beyond the initial objective of this meta-classifier. The presented simplified analysis is for illustration of typical EDL operation only. Significantly more accurate meta-classifier and corresponding EDL-based classification could be obtained for larger pool of base models and more extensive RR data sets.
For the illustrative analysis presented in this section, we used RR data from 52 subjects with normal sinus rhythm, 27 subjects with congestive heart failure, and 48 subjects with different types of arrhythmia (MIT arrhythmia database) from www.physionet.org. Up to 24 hours of RR data for normal and congestive heart failure (CHF) subjects are available which results in ~7.3x106 of total number of beat-to-beat intervals. In addition, up to 30 min of RR data are available for each subject with arrhythmia. We also added 78 intervals (up to 30min duration each) from patients with supraventricular arrhythmias to combine with MIT arrhythmia data.
To illustrate universal multi-abnormality detection feature, we obtained two-class -normal-abnormal‖ meta-classifier using ~1/3 of available normal, CHF, and arrhythmia data for training. All presented performance measures in this section are for out-of-sample data only. Short RR segments (256 beats or <5 min) have been used. Two-class classification receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves with equally averaged CHF and arrhythmia detection rates for boosting metaclassifier and the best single model are shown in Fig.1 . It demonstrates significant performance gain achieved by boosting-based combination of complementary base models using just two different types of NLD measures. Fig.2a shows individual ROC curves for CHF-normal and arrhythmianormal classification that further illustrate significant information content of the boosting meta-classifier for classification between normal state and different types of abnormalities. However, ROC curve for classification between CHF and arrhythmia presented in the same figure is almost diagonal indicating incapability of this meta-classifier to distinguish between two different types of abnormality. This illustrates that, in accordance with this meta-classifier original objective, it indeed provides clear differentiation between normal and abnormal cases. However, different types of abnormalities are not distinguished by a single aggregated output of the ensemble. . Therefore, ensemble decomposition vector (Eq. 2) of this meta-classifier could be used for representation of various cases partially related to different features of the encoded types of abnormalities. For example, classification of rare or complex cases, lacking dedicated classifiers or specific diagnostic rules, could be based on the ensemble decomposition vector distance to a known example of such rare case as described in Section 3.
In this illustration, to approximate rare cases with arrhythmia-type signatures, we used out-of-sample arrhythmia data. We chose one arrhythmia sample as a reference (-training‖) example of such -rare‖ case and computed normalized distances of feature vectors of other arrhythmia, CHF and normal cases to this chosen example. Now instead of aggregated ensemble output this distance to a -reference‖ case is used for classification. Similarly, ROC curves for this SEL-type classifier obtained in the context of EDL approach can be computed. The obtained curves for normal-abnormal classification (CHF-normal and arrhythmia-normal) are quite similar to those presented in Fig.2a . However, results for arrhythmia-CHF classification are very distinct and summarized in Fig.2b .
In Fig.2b , we show arrhythmia-CHF classification ROC curves for three different classifiers:
 based on aggregated ensemble output as in Fig.2a  SEL classifier using feature vector based on the full ensemble  SEL classifier with optimal sub-vector based on the part of the ensemble. We see that, SEL-based approach in the EDL context is capable to construct quite accurate classifier for the two classes that are almost indistinguishable when standard aggregated ensemble output is used. It should be noted that presented SEL classifiers are based on just one reference example which suggests suitability of this approach for diagnostic of complex and rare cases characterized by extreme limitation of the available data. based on the full ensemble (dashed-dotted line) and with optimal sub-vector based on part of the ensemble (solid line) The presented illustrative example also indicates that quick initial analysis of the base model types may suggest the choice of optimal sub-vector using just subset of the ensemble which could make EDL approach significantly more accurate. The obvious heuristic is to choose subset of local models based on measure which is the most diverse for known abnormality types. In this particular case, it is a slope of MSE curve.
Including more types of base models and combining feature vectors from different ensemble algorithms, including different variations of boosting, one can expect to obtain more practical and accurate decision-support classifiers based on EDL approach. Future research on this topic for biomedical and other applications is warranted.
CONCLUSIONS
Challenges of diagnostics of complex and rare medical cases lacking clear symptoms and limitations of the existing solutions have been discussed. A novel approach based on decomposition of model ensembles has been proposed. We have argued that many ensemble learning techniques including boosting implicitly encode detailed information about different local regions of global feature space, or regimes. However, only aggregated output is used in the majority of applications, while the rich internal structure of the ensemble is completely ignored. Extraction of this underutilized knowledge could be formalized in terms of ensemble decomposition learning techniques. We have outlined one of such frameworks based on existing single-example learning algorithms. Operational details and benefits of this approach in biomedical applications were presented and discussed.
